in Newman Court

Leno
Handwoven Textiles and Choreography by Emilee Lord
Performance by Carson Efird and Rivera Cook

in Greenwall

The Rite of the Dance
Choreography by Justine Beauvais
Performance:
Jessica Davanzo, Lauren Carbonell, Tim Verras, Bill McCool,
Hailey Higdon, Hank Russ, Anne Hill, Keith Hendershot, Catherine
Herrick, Graham Porell, Emma Randall

Music by the Uberspiel: Nate Jasper, Josh Mears

in VAPA Studio E303

Firsts Repeated
Choreography and Performance by Nathan Anderson
Music: Wandering by Peter Kater and Carlos Nakai

Clint Eastwood
Choreography and Performance by Tiffany Theriault
Music: Clint Eastwood by Gorillaz

Vino
Choreography and Performance by Shani Frymer
Music: from the Red Violin by John Corigliano

Two vs. You
Choreography and Performance by Liana Conyers

A Wild and Distant Shore
Choreography and Performance by Hilary Marshall
Music: A Wild Distant Shore and by Michael Nyman